
Hello Lisa. 
 
Trusting that God is continuing to take care of you and the entire 
family, here at St Peters we are doing fine continuing with the 
Great to hear that Sam and Lana are getting on well and Jesus’ spirit 
of service propelled by love especially for the less fortunate, 
continue to give them the impetus to continue looking for funds to 
sponsor Children in St. Peters. I am so happy for this effort and 
sincerely appreciate this generosity of the entire family. Stay 
assured of our love and prayers. 
 
I was undergoing some hard moments here related with the ministry 
which destabilized me from responding swiftly. Here the Land is not 
demarcated and the process is going on. Church lands are targeted by 
grabbers during this time when official documents for land ownership 
are being put in place. This demands you to be there physically lest 
the Church land will be grabbed. It is a very demanding task but being 
the pastor I have to do it. Pardon me for this delay please. 
 
About the sponsorship, the children we considered are five. When you 
communicated that the money was available, the children who were not 
in St. Peters had already been in the systems of their former schools. 
I advised the parents to hold on so that the sponsorship can pick from 
this January 2015. For Doreen Mukami, Beth Kangai and Denis Mawira, 
their fees for the year 2015 is preserved in our Kenyan bank. For 
Denis Mwenda and Terry Mwende, I paid their fees for the second and 
third terms 2014. So we have fees for their first term 2015 which ends 
in April 2015. They are all from very poor families joining St. Peters 
in January 
 
On 18th Nov. 2014, we had interviews and Doreen, Beth and Denis did 
very well They are now very excited to join St Peters in January. 
 
My Uncle Fr. Bernard has visited St. James and you can greet him and 
tell him of the wonderful exercise of Sam and Lana to help a child in 
Africa. 
 
Any other question concerning the entire deal, feel free to ask Lisa, 
I will be swift. 
 
Thanks for now send sincere regards to your kids Sam and Lana. 
Yours in Christ service, 
 
Fr. Franklin Njabani 


